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markov chains (part 4) - university of washington - markov chains - 15 first passage times • the first
passage time from state i to state j is the number of transitions made by the process in going from state i to
state j for the first time • when i = j, this first passage time is called the recurrence time for state i • let f ij (n)
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chains: basic theory 1. markov chains and their transition probabilities 1.1. ... information about the so-called
ﬁrst-passage times to various states, as you will see in one of the homework problems. ... markov chain has
initial distribution then the marginal distribution of xn will be for all n 1. evaluating first passage times in
markov chains from the ... - evaluating first passage times in markov chains 31 among the markov chain
characteristics, the first passage times play an important role. for any two states, the first passage time
probability in n steps is defined as follows and this probability is related to the ever reaching probability.
definition 2.1.2. for any two states i and j, the ... stationary distributions and mean ﬁrst passage times
of ... - stationary distributions and mean ﬁrst passage times of perturbed markov chains jeffrey j. hunter
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washington • tokyo computing mean first passage times for a markov chain - mean first passage times
of markov chains 735 7. conclusion matrix reduction is an interesting new procedure for computing mfpts in a
markov chain. references [1] sheskin, t. j., 1985, op. res., 33, 228-235. [2] sheskin, t. j., 1991, in numerical
solutions of markov chains, edited by w. j. stewart distribution of first passage times for lumped states
in ... - distribution of first passage times for lumped states in markov chains 317 to illustrate these definitions,
reconsider the inventory example where xt is the number of cameras on hand at the end of week t, where we
start with x0. suppose that it turns out that passage time distributions in large markov chains - passage
time distributions in large markov chains peter g. harrison and william j. knottenbelt department of computing
imperial college of science, technology and medicine 180 queen’s gate, london sw7 2bz, united kingdom
{pgh,wjk}@doc.ic abstract probability distributions of response times are important in the de- first-passage
time of markov processes to moving barriers - first -passage time of markov processes to moving barriers
697 figure 1. the random process hits the figure 2. the trajectories in figure 1 as they moving barrier y(t), the
time of first appear in the (x, y)-plane. d is a domain enclos-passage being marked t. ing the initial point (x, y)
and its boundary is hd. markov chains - university of cambridge - markov chains these notes contain
material prepared by colleagues who have also presented this course at cambridge, especially james norris.
the material mainly comes from books of norris, grimmett & stirzaker, ross, aldous & fill, and grinstead & snell.
many of the examples are classic and ought to occur in any sensible course on markov chains ... the
distribution of mixing times in markov chains - arxiv - times to mixing, [j.j. hunter, variances of first
passage times in a markov chain with applications to mixing times, linear algebra appl. 429 (2008)
1135–1162]. some new results for the distribution of recurrence and first passage times in three-state markov
chain are also presented.
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